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Abstract
Exponential smooth transition autoregressive (ESTAR) models are widely used in the
international ﬁnance literature, particularly for the modelling of real exchange rates. We
show that the exponential function is ill-suited as a regime weighting function because of
two undesirable properties. Firstly, it can be well approximated by a quadratic function
in the threshold variable whenever the transition function parameter , which governs the
shape of the function, is ‘small’. This leads to an identiﬁcation problem with respect to
the transition function parameter and the slope vector, as both enter as a product into the
conditional mean of the model. Secondly, the exponential regime weighting function can
behave like an indicator function (or dummy variable) for very large values of . This has
the effect of ‘spuriously overﬁtting’ a small number of observations around the location
parameter . We show that both of these effects lead to estimation problems in ESTAR
models. We illustrate this by means of an empirical replication of a widely cited study, as
well as a simulation exercise.

I.

Introduction

The Exponential Smooth Transition Autoregressive (ESTAR) model has become one of
the workhorse econometric models in the international ﬁnance literature, particulary for
the modelling of real exchange rates. ESTAR models were introduced by Granger and
Teräsvirta (1993) and Teräsvirta (1994) into the economics literature as a generalization
JEL Classiﬁcation numbers: C13, C15, C50, F30, F44.
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of the (nonlinear) exponential autoregressive model of Haggan and Ozaki (1981) and
threshold time series models of Tong (1983).
Despite being widely used, the exponential function employed in ESTAR models is
not suitable as a regime weighting function. The reason for this being two undesirable
features of the exponential function. The ﬁrst is that for small values of the transition
function parameter , the exponential function can be well approximated by a quadratic in
the threshold variable zt . This leads to the slope vector attached to the nonlinear regime and
the  parameter entering as a product into the nonlinear conditional mean of the model,
which leads to identiﬁcation issues. What is particularly problematic with this scenario is
that it is not a small sample issue but rather a property of the model and is evident even in
very large samples of 5,000 observations.
The second undesirable feature is that for extremely large values of , the exponential
weighting function will be equal to unity for nearly all values of the transition variable zt ,
except when zt is equal to the location parameter . The effect of this on the model is that
only a very small number of observations around  receive a weight that is not equal to
unity, which leads to an ‘outlier ﬁtting effect’ of the exponential function. Although this is
evident in ‘small’ samples only, our simulation results indicate that it can be pervasive for
sample sizes as large as 500 observations, resulting in ‘large’  estimates for over 70% of
the simulations.
There exists ample evidence of these problems in empirical studies. For instance,
Michael, Nobay and Peel (1997) ﬁt ESTAR models to real exchange rate data for a number
of countries. In panels (a) and (b) of Figure 1 on page 875 in their paper, one can see that for
the UK–US series, the weighting function remains well below 0.3 for the entire range of the
data, while for the UK-France series, only 4 data points receive a weight in excess of 0.3,
with both functions being quadratic looking in shape. Taylor and Peel (2000) use monetary
fundamentals to study the evolution of exchange rates and utilize the ESTAR model to
capture nonlinearities in the data. From the regime weighting functions plotted in Figure 2
on page 45 of their paper, it can be seen that the transition function weights remain below
0.4 over the entire range of the data and are again quadratic looking. The study by Baum,
Barkoulas and Caglayan (2001) provides even stronger symptoms of a weakly identiﬁed
model. The estimates of the transition function parameter  that are reported in Tables 4
and 5 on page 391 of Baum et al. (2001) are — with the exception of the WPI-based real
exchange rate for Norway — between 0.0042 and 0.0833! The corresponding transition
function plots, on pages 392 and 393, show a quadratic shape.
Similar issues are evident in Sarantis (1999), Taylor, Peel and Sarno (2001), Kilian and
Taylor (2003), Kapetanios, Shin and Snell (2003), Sarno, Leon andValente (2006), Paya and
Peel (2006), Sollis (2008), Taylor and Kim (2009), Cerrato, Kim and Macdonald (2010),
Pavlidis, Paya and Peel (2011), Beckmann, Berger and Czudaj (2015) and many others.
The study by Beckmann et al. (2015) is particularly noteworthy to single out here, as the
estimation results reported in Table 3 of their paper provide ﬁrst hand empirical evidence of
both estimation problems that we outline above. Beckmann et al. (2015) estimate ESTAR
models on gold returns, using stock returns from 23 different equity markets as regressor
and threshold variables. The model is complicated by the addition of a GARCH type
volatility process on the error term in the ESTAR models that are ﬁtted. From Table 3 on
page 22 in their paper, we can see that the estimates of the transition function parameter 
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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hit the lower bound of 0 for 5 out of the 23 results, with the corresponding slope parameters
becoming extremely large in absolute value. For 3 out of 23, the  estimates are very large,
with the one for the World equity market being over 27,000! These ﬁndings are clear
symptoms of the type of identiﬁcation and estimation issues that make ESTAR models
unsuitable for econometric modelling.
The objective of this study is to provide a detailed analysis of these identiﬁcation and
estimation issues with ESTAR models. We begin by showing analytically through a Taylor
series expansion of the exponential function that if the higher order terms in the auxiliary
model are zero, the model is not identiﬁed with respect to the slope vector and the transition
function parameter. We illustrate the identiﬁcation and estimation problems in an empirical
setting by replicating the well known and widely cited study of Taylor et al. (2001). Lastly,
we present a simulation analysis, where we assess the severity of the above discussed
issues with regards to increasing values in the  parameter and sample sizes in a controlled
simulation experiment.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II provides a brief description
of the ESTAR model. In section III, we formalise the identiﬁcation issue and outline the
tools that we use to measure weak identiﬁcation. In section IV we illustrate these problems
by replicating a well known empirical study on nonlinear mean reversion in exchange
rates. In section IV we also perform a simulation study where we vary the size of the
 parameter as well as the sample size. We conclude the study in section V, where we
also offer suggestions to practitioners what alternative weighting functions could be used
instead of the exponential function. In an Online Appendix we provide additional material
that may be of interest to the applied researcher and practitioner.

II.

ESTAR models

Let yt be a scalar time series which follows a general Smooth Transition Autoregressive
(STAR) model, taking the form:1
yt = xt  + xt G(zt ; , ) + t ,

(1)

where  and  are (k × 1) vectors of regime speciﬁc slope parameters and t is a disturbance term assumed to follow a martingale difference sequence (MDS) with respect to
the information set Ft−1 , with mean 0 and variance 2 . The (1 × k) vector of control (or
regressor) variables at time t is denoted by xt .2 The regime weighting function G(zt ; , )
is a continuous and smooth function, which is bounded between [0,1]. When it takes the
1

It is common to interpret STAR type models either within a regime switching framework, where the transition
from one regime to the other is smooth, or they can be viewed as a continuum of regimes, yielding a general parametric
nonlinear conditional mean function. In this paper, we will stick to the regime narrative as it ﬁts well with the economic
motivation and data that STAR models have been ﬁtted to (see also van Dijk, Teräsvirta and Franses (2002) for a
discussion of this view and Buncic (2012) for an out-of-sample forecast evaluation. Other models that have been ﬁtted
to exchange rate data try to model the nonlinearity with time-varying parameter models (see for instance Buncic and
Piras (2016)).
2
Note here that, in order to simplify the description of the model, we do not use different notation for the regressors
xt in the two ‘regimes’. That is, we do not write x1, t and x2, t to emphasize that they could be different. It is implicitly
assumed that these regressors can be a subset of the global regressor set xt = [1 yt−1 wt−1 dt ], where yt−1 is a vector
of lagged dependent variables, wt−1 is a vector of lagged exogenous variables, and dt is a vector of predetermined
or deterministic time trend polynomials, dummy variables and/or seasonal indicators known for all t. In empirical
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Figure 1. Exponential transition weighting function G(zt ; , ) plotted over 101 equally spaced zt values

form of an exponential function deﬁned as G(zt ; , ) = 1 − exp {−(zt − )2 }, the model in
(1) is known as the Exponential STAR (ESTAR) model. The parameter  ∈ R+ in G(zt ; , )
determines the smoothness of the transition function, while  ∈ R is a threshold location
parameter. The transition variable zt can be a deterministic variable, an exogenous variable
known at time t − 1, or, as is quite frequently the case in empirical studies, the lagged
endogenous variable, that is, zt = yt−q , for some integer q > 0.
The exponential function is plotted in Figure 1 below. We have normalized  to 0, and
show the function over a commonly encountered interval from −0.4 to 0.4 for threshold variable zt and an equally spaced grid of 101 points, for ﬁve different  values ( =
{0.5, 5, 50, 500, 50, 000}). The limiting properties of the exponential weighting function are
visible graphically. For instance, one can notice that for the two ‘smaller’ values of  of 0.5
and 5, the exponential function G(zt ; , ) has the shape of a quadratic looking function in
zt . For very large values of , G(zt ; , ) is equal to 1 for all values of zt , except for 3 points,
of which 2 are close to 1, and 1 is exactly equal to 0.

III.

Identiﬁcation and estimation issues

We begin by illustrating that identiﬁcation problems arise when G (zt ; , ) is well approximated by a quadratic function in zt . Consider the general ESTAR speciﬁcation for yt in
(1), where for simplicity and without loss of generality, we can restrict  to 0, to yield:3
yt = xt G(zt ; , ) + t ,

(2a)

G(zt ; , ) = 1 − exp{−(zt − )2 }.

(2b)

applications, the appropriate regressor set for each regime is commonly determined by variable selection procedures
(see van Dijk et al. (2002) for additional discussion) and is allowed to differ between the two regimes.
3
¯ deﬁne ỹt = yt − xt ,
¯ and then proceed as in (2) above, but now with ỹt in
Alternatively, one can restrict  at ,
place of yt .
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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2 (zt ; , )),
Expanding G(zt ; , ) around  = 0 by a second-order Taylor series (denoted by G
yields:

1
G̃2 (zt ; , ) = (zt − )2 − 2 (zt − )4 + R2 (zt ; , ),
2

(3)

and replacing G(zt ; , ) in (2) with G̃2 (zt ; , ) leads to the auxiliary model:
1
yt = (zt − )2 xt  − (zt − )4 xt 2 + t ,
2

(4)

where
2 (zt ; , ) + t , and R2 (zt ; , ) is the remainder term taking the form
∞ t =j−1xt1R
j
2j
(−1)

(z
t − ) . The relation in (4) becomes a regression model with two sets of
j=3
j!
regression vectors, ie., (zt − )2 xt and (zt − )4 xt , and two sets of slope parameters, a = 
and b = − 12 2 , which can be written as:
yt = (zt − )2 xt a + (zt − )4 xt b + t ,
  

(5)

higher order terms

where we can notice that  and  enter as a product into a. Suppose that a and b are known.
To be able to identify the separate effects of  and  on the conditional mean we need to be
able to recover  and  from a and b. This is the model source of identiﬁcation. We can see
that a =  and b = − 12 2 implies that a = −2b, which is a system of k equations so that
 can be recovered from either one of the relations  = −2 baii , ∀i = 1,…, k. Once  is known,
 can be obtained from  = a/ . Thus, provided that at least one of the bi coefﬁcients on
the higher order terms in (5) is non-zero, the model is identiﬁed. If this is not the case, the
ESTAR model is not identiﬁed.
To formalise the concept of identiﬁcation, let  = [; ; ; ] be the parameter vector of
interest with dimension [(2k + 2) × 1], and let Y denote the full vector of observable random
variables needed to formulate a probabilistic model for {yt }Tt=1 , that is, Y = {yt , xt , zt }Tt=1 .
The likelihood function that describes the probabilistic model is then denoted by p(Y; ).
Further, let  represent the admissible parameter space for , so that  ∈ . Following
from Deﬁnition 2 in Rothenberg (1971, page 578), a parameter 1 ∈  is said to be globally identiﬁable if there exists no other 2 ∈  which is observationally equivalent. More
speciﬁcally, 1 ∈  is said to be globally identiﬁable if for any other 2 ∈ , we have that
p(Y; 1 ) = p(Y; 2 ) for some observable data Y. To obtain local identiﬁcation, we only
require p(Y; 1 ) to be unique around some neighbourhood of 1 .
From Theorem 1 in Rothenberg (1971, page 579), it follows that a necessary and
sufﬁcient condition for local identiﬁability of  is that the Fisher information matrix I()
is non-singular when evaluated at the true 0 parameter value, where
 2
@ L(|Y)
I() = −E
,
(6)
@@
E[·] is the expectation operator, and L(|Y) = log[p(Y; )] is the log of the likelihood
function. Local identiﬁcation of the ESTAR model can then be determined by checking
the rank of I() for all admissible points in the parameter space .
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Identiﬁcation in models ﬁtted to empirical data

In empirical data, identiﬁcation is harder to determine exactly, as it will depend not only
on the parameter combination, but also on the random variation in the sample. This means
that I() can be nearly singular or rank deﬁcient. Consequences of near singularity will be
that small changes in the sample data Y or the parameter vector  can lead to large changes
in the estimates of . Moreover, as is well known with weakly identiﬁed models, parameter
estimates will be highly correlated, resulting in large standard errors, and ﬁnite sample
distributions can be very different from their asymptotic approximations (see Pagan and
Robertson (1998)).
To examine issues related to weak identiﬁcation, we formulate a particular true parameter scenario 0 and then assess numerically how close to singularity I() is, conditional
on the observed data Y. This proximity to singularity can be measured by the size of
the condition number of the information matrix I(). For a non-singular matrix A, the
condition number is deﬁned as:
cond(A) = AA−1 ,

(7)

where  ·  denotes the norm. If the Euclidean or 2-norm is used, this becomes cond2 (A) =
max / min , where  denotes the singular value of A. When min is small and max is large,
then cond2 (A) can become extremely large, indicating that the inverse of matrix A is badly
conditioned. In general, when cond2 (A) is large, then A will be nearly singular, which in
our case will mean weak identiﬁcation. The closer cond2 (A) is to its minimum value of 1,
the further away A is from singularity, and the stronger identiﬁed the model is.
How large a condition number is needed for A to be considered singular? There exist
not direct guidelines in the numerical computing literature to narrow down the magnitude
of values, as it depends on the numerical precision of the computing environment. For
instance, in Matlab (64 bit), the machine precision is double, that is, 2.2204 × 10−16 .4 In
the econometrics literature, (Greene, 2011, p. 999) suggests that if cond2 (A) is greater than
202 = 400, then the condition number is considered to be extremely large and A is singular
numerically. In what follows below, we will use the condition number of the information
matrix I() to determine how strongly identiﬁed the ESTAR model is for different values
of the  parameter and the observed data Y.
Another quantity that is frequently computed to examine identiﬁcation issues in the
literature on DSGE models is the correlation matrix (see Iskrev, 2010). This matrix is
deﬁned as:
Ĩ() = D()−1/ 2 I()D()−1/ 2 ,

(8)

where D() = diag[I()]. The correlation matrix is useful as it provides extra insights
into which components of the parameter vector  are causing identiﬁcation problems. The
condition number condenses the information down to one value to determine whether
4

The function eps in Matlab provides this numerical value. Whenever the inverse or reciprocal of the 1-norm
is less then machine precision, matrix A is deemed to be poorly conditioned and a warning of the form: ‘Warning:
Matrix is close to singular or badly scaled. Results may be inaccurate’ will be displayed. In Matlab, the LAPACK
reciprocal condition number is called by the function rcond. Also, for a positive deﬁnite matrix A, all the singular
values will be positive and so the smallest value that cond2 (A) can take is 1.
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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identiﬁcation in a model could be a problem, but does not reveal which parameters are
affected.
Spurious ﬁtting of outliers

One other problem that frequently arises in the estimation of ESTAR models is the spurious
overﬁtting of a small number of ‘aberrant’ observations around , which occurs when 
becomes extremely large. This can be of particular concern when working with empirical
ﬁnancial and/or macroeconomic time series data. The problem is that the exponential
regime weighting function is equal to 1 in the limit when  → ∞ for all values of zt , except
at zt =  . In ﬁnite samples it is nearly always possible to ﬁnd a data point (or set of points)
that needs to be downweighed to improve the ﬁt of a linear model. In such instances,
the exponential function acts like dummy variable, accommodating as good as possible
the features of only a small number of observations around . We illustrate how this is
omnipresent in the empirical real exchange rate data analysed in Taylor et al. (2001), but
arises also when ﬁtting ESTAR models to simulated data, which are well behaved and
outlier free by construction.

IV.

Empirical and simulation evidence

To provide evidence of the above outlined problems with ESTAR models, we begin with a
replication of the well known and widely cited study by Taylor et al. (2001) on the speed
of mean reversion in real exchange rates. We then proceed with a simulation analysis and
examine how increasing the magnitude of  and the sample size impact on the ‘strength’
of identiﬁcation in ESTAR models, as well as the ‘outlier ﬁtting’ problem. In order to keep
this section as concise as possible, we have delegated a detailed description of the real
exchange rate data used in Taylor et al. (2001) as well as additional estimation results for
all 4 real exchange rate series to the Online Appendix of this paper.5
Replication of Taylor et al. (2001)

Taylor et al. (2001) ﬁt the following ESTAR model to real exchange rate qt :6
qt = ( − 1)(qt−1 − ) + (qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t

(9a)

G(qt−1 ; , ) = 1 − exp −(qt−1 − )2 ,

(9b)

where t is a zero mean disturbance term with variance 2 . Through the use of standard
statistical tests, Taylor et al. (2001, page 1030) conclude that: “... in no case could we reject
at the ﬁve percent signiﬁcance level the restrictions that  = − = 1.” The ﬁnal restricted
model that is estimated is:
5

In section A.5. of the Online Appendix, we repeat the analysis presented here and illustrate how the same problems
also arise in another study by Teräsvirta and Anderson (1992) who estimate a ESTAR models for Japanese and Italian
industrial production data.
6
We have re-written the model by subtracting (qt−1 − ) from both sides so that the results can be interpreted and
visualised with qt as the response variable on the left hand side, and when plotted on the y− axis.
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Figure 2. Conditional mean and weighting function of the restricted ESTAR model for the UK series

qt = −(qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t .

(10)

Full replication results for all 4 currency pairs are reported in Table A.1 in the Online
Appendix. The parameter estimates that we obtain are nearly identical to those listed in
Table 3 on page 1029 in Taylor et al. (2001), with the estimates of  being in the 0.183 to
0.505 range.
To show visually what these  estimates imply for the conditional mean of the model and
the regime weighting function, we plot the conditional mean and weighting function for
the UK real exchange series in Figure 2.7 The green line (with circles) shows the implied
conditional mean and weighting function at the ESTAR parameter estimates, while the
black dashed lines show corresponding cubic and quadratic ﬁts in (qt−1 − ). Examining
the plot of the weighting function in Panel (b) of Figure 2, we can see how ﬂat and weakly
curved the weighting function is over the range of the threshold variable. Such a shape can
be well approximated by a quadratic function in (qt−1 − ). The ﬁtted model is thus likely
to be unidentiﬁed.
To formally examine how strongly identiﬁed the model is with respect to the  and
 parameters at their estimates, we compute the condition number of the information

7

We use the results for the UK series here as a representative example to illustrate our point, and report results
for all 4 series in the Online Appendix. The  estimates for the UK series is the largest, so in a sense represents the
most nonlinear ESTAR model of the 4 series. In the conditional mean plot in Panel (a), we also superimpose a linear
AR(1) ﬁt, a non-parametric ﬁt using a local linear kernel regression estimate with 95% conﬁdence bands, as well as
a scatter of the data.
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TABLE 1
ˆ
Correlation matrix Ĩ3 ()
UK

⎡

1
⎣ −0.9948
−0.2346

−
1
−0.2371

Germany

France

⎤⎡

⎤⎡

Japan

⎤
1
−
−
1
−
−
−
1
−
−
1
− ⎦ ⎣ −0.9959
1
−⎦
− ⎦ ⎣ −0.9949
1
− ⎦ ⎣ −0.9952
−0.4132 −0.4171 1
−0.4010 −0.4053 1
1
−0.4365 0.4412 1
⎤ ⎡

ˆ of the parameter estimates with ¯ = −1 and  and  evaluated
Notes: This table reports the correlation matrix Ĩ3 ()
 ˆ
¯ ˆ ].
ˆ
at their ML estimates. The parameter ordering of the I
3 () matrix is [; ;

ˆ denote the (3 × 3)
matrix as outlined in section III. To illustrate this computation, let I3 ()
¯
¯
ˆ
ˆ ],
dimensional information matrix, where  = [; ;
ˆ with  = −1, and ˆ and ˆ at their
ˆ as the ratio of the largest to the
estimates. Computing the condition number of I3 ()
smallest singular values for the four countries of interest yields values of 833, 1,436,
1,507, and 1,875 for the UK, Germany, France and Japan, respectively.8 These condition
numbers are substantially larger than the threshold value of 202 = 400 suggested in Greene
(2011).
¯ ;
ˆ ],
The correlation matrix of the information matrix at ˆ = [;
ˆ is shown in Table 1
ˆ
below. The correlation between the ﬁrst two elements of  corresponding to the  and 
parameters exceeds 0.99 in absolute value for all 4 real exchange rate series. Movements
in these two conditional mean parameters off-set one another nearly one for one. These
results thus conﬁrm our previous claim that the estimated ESTAR model is not identiﬁed.
Can we estimate the model without the  = −1 restriction?
We predict that ˆ → 0, and ˆ becomes very large in absolute value to accommodate the
cubic structure of the ESTAR conditional mean of the model. Estimation results for the
following unrestricted model:
qt = (qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t

(11)

are reported in Table 2. As can be seen from the  and  estimates, and as predicted, there
is an off-setting effect. The estimate of  converges towards 0, while ˆ goes towards a large
negative value. Note that the lower bound in the initial grid search for ˆ was set at 1 × 10−6 ,
so the values that are estimated are only marginally lower than that. What is important to
point out here is that the log-likelihood function of the ESTAR and the cubic models are
numerically identical up to 6 decimal points. Relating this to the identiﬁcation discussion
of section 3, the situation that we have here is ˆ → 0, ˆ → −∞, with ˆ ˆ → ˆ3 = 0, where
ˆ3 is the coefﬁcient obtained from a cubic regression, ie., of qt on (qt−1 − )3 . The higher
order terms in the second-order approximation listed in (4) related to ˆ ˆ2 go to 0 due to
ˆ → 0. Given the information in the data, the conditional means of the cubic regression
8

ˆ by each column’s norm to have
These condition numbers were computed after re-scaling the columns of I3 ()
unit length. This is done to avoid any issues related to the scaling of the information matrix (see also the discussion
on page 999 in Greene (2011)).
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd

−504662.45687917073000
0.00000098499515
−0.11230079305474
0.03319912785833
570.06613104441669
570.06613110866749
568.99987094204778

ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Log-like. ESTAR
Log-like. Cubic model
Log-like. AR(1) model
−305284.18535727740000
0.00000095653641
0.00924026196683
0.03448623763652
559.14958978825916
559.14958988203637
557.92278404913804

Germany

−368394.40126472880000
0.00000095237141
−0.00571998249191
0.03286238780413
572.99204734048169
572.99204741222627
571.80528152106854

France

−184561.06430017314000
0.00000098340592
−0.51121351057606
0.03330711916822
569.13408226512229
569.13408243358822
567.46500060788514

Japan

Notes: This table reports the replicated parameter estimates of the ESTAR model of Taylor et al. (2001) which only imposes the unit-root restriction on the inner regime.
This ESTAR model takes the form: qt = (qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t . Log-likelihood functions of the AR(1) and Cubic models are based on the two regression equations:
qt = 1 (qt−1 − ) + t and qt = 3 (qt−1 − )3 + t .

UK

Parameter Estimates

Parameter estimates of the ESTAR model without the  = −1 restriction

TABLE 2
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TABLE 3

14183.23931548780800
−14183.25851543536600
1937108.34779812440000
−0.27437230860580
0.03272229911343
574.21811144990806
570.06613110866749
568.99987094204778

(ˆ − 1)
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
ˆ
Log-like. ESTAR
Log-like. Cubic model
Log-like. AR(1) model

−80.43652136645221
80.41534978248009
220354.95060880922000
−0.15258839513024
0.03387140750452
564.31246531012380
559.14958988203637
557.92278404913816

Germany

4895.09914479176040
−4895.11461596329630
1129966.10535951520000
−0.02174838959589
0.03223190772543
578.55178002589184
572.99204741222627
571.80528152106854

France

340594.58805191959000
−340594.59946709510000
1587721.65109557380000
−0.70815477313544
0.03256410350725
575.60897466208894
569.13408243358822
567.46500060788514

Japan

Notes: This table reports the replicated parameter estimates of the unrestricted ESTAR model of Taylor et al. (2001). The unrestricted ESTAR model takes the form:
qt = ( − 1)(qt−1 − ) + (qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t . Log-likelihood functions of the AR(1) and Cubic models are as reported before.

UK

Parameter Estimates

Parameter estimates of the unrestricted ESTAR model
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Figure 3. Conditional mean and weighting function of the unrestricted ESTAR model for the UK series

and the ESTAR model provide the same ﬁt. This is also evident visually from Panel (a) of
Figure 2.
Estimating the unrestricted model
To illustrate that the exponential weighting function has a propensity to overﬁt outliers
by acting like a dummy variable function, we estimate the unrestricted ESTAR model of
Taylor et al. (2001) deﬁned in (9a). These estimation results are reported in Table 3 below.
As can be seen from the estimates, ˆ attains extremely large values.The slope coefﬁcients
(ˆ − 1) and ˆ are mirror images of one anohter, in the sense that their absolute magnitudes
are very similar, differing only in their sign. Notice here also that all log-likelihoods are
larger than the estimates from the restricted models of Taylor et al. (2001).
To understand what these models try to capture in the data, we again plot the implied
conditional mean as well as weighting function at the estimates for the UK real exchange
rate series in Figure 3. The ﬁtted weighting function in Panel (b) of Figure 3 is numerically
equal to 1 (up to 8 decimal places) for all but two observations. One of these is 0.99668679,
which is also quite close to 1, with the second being 0.00005427. The function thus assigns
a zero weight to one observation only, and thus effectively acts as a dummy variable
for that observation. The effect of this on the conditional mean is visible from Panel (a)
of Figure 3. The conditional mean is a linear function of qt−1 over the entire range of the
threshold variable, with the only exception being around ,
ˆ where it spikes up and down.
The AR(1) conditional mean shown by the solid blue line in Panel (a) largely overlaps with
the ESTAR model’s ﬁt.
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Figure 4. Concentrated log-likelihood function of the unrestricted ESTAR model for the UK series

In Figure 4, we show surface plots of the concentrated log-likelihood function over the
 and  grids for the UK real exchange rate series. What is evident from these plots is that
the concentrated log-likelihood function is extremely ill-behaved, with a large number of
local maxima. This ill-behaviour is not only visible for extremely large values of , but
also for more moderately sized values. Searching over the threshold location parameter 
allows for large  values and therefore admits the ﬁtting of a very few extreme observations,
which results in the highly irregular shape of the concentrated log-likelihood function and
the conditional means that we observe.
Simulation evidence

We proceed the analysis by examining the above outlined problems within a controlled
simulation experiment. To keep the considered calibrations limited, we take the UK parameter estimates as our baseline data-generating process, and then consider increasing
values of  as additional parameter scenarios to examine its effect on identiﬁcation. The
model that we simulate from is given in (9). The true set of parameters used in the simulation are: 0 = −0.1124, 0 = 1, 0 = −1, and 0 = 0.0332. The error term is drawn
from a standard Normal distribution. The six different  values that we consider are
0 = {0.505, 5, 50, 250, 500, 1000}. The 0.505 value is the empirical estimate in the data,
while the other values approximate various nonlinear shapes in the transition function and
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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Figure 5. Exponential transition function weights G(zt ; , ) and implied conditional means of the ESTAR
models that we simulate from. These are evaluated and plotted over an equally spaced grid of 101 points from
min (qt ) to max (qt ) for each of the considered 0 grid values

also the implied conditional mean of the ESTAR model. In total, we simulate S = 10, 000
sequences, with samples of size T = {288, 500, 1, 500, 5, 000}.
As the shape of the transition weighting function is important for understanding identiﬁcation issues in ESTAR models, we provide here a visual indication of the various shapes
that G(qt−1 ; , ) and the conditional mean can take under the above considered true model
calibrations. These plots are shown in the left and right hand panels of Figure 5, respectively. Each of the weighting function and conditional mean plots under the different 0
values are drawn over the maximal range of the simulated qt series.
From the plots in Figure 5, we can see that the lowest  value generates the widest range
for qt−1 , while for larger  values, the qt−1 range becomes narrower. This is particularly
evident for  values of 250, 500 and 1,000, where the transition weighting function covers
all feasible values in the [0,1] interval of G(qt−1 ; , ), with the qt−1 range being rather
narrow between −0.35 and 0.1. The key point to take away from these plots is that the
calibrations that we choose for the simulations cover a wide range of possible shapes of
the transition weighting function G(qt−1 ; , ). As the shape of G(qt−1 ; , ) determines how
weakly identiﬁed the ESTAR model is, we can see that there is a wide coverage of different
shapes and hence identiﬁcation scenarios.
Identiﬁcation results
In Figure 5, we report arithmetic averages of the correlations between the  and  parameters
ˆ where we follow again
and the condition numbers of the (3 × 3) information matrix I3 (),
the same computational approach as in Section 4.1 with the empirical data. The estimated
ESTAR model is the restricted model in (10). Row entries in Table 4 correspond to the six
different 0 calibrations that are used, ie., {0.505, 5, 50, 250, 500, 1, 000}, while column
entries list the considered sample sizes T = {288, 500, 1, 500, 5, 000}.
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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TABLE 4
Correlation and condition numbers
0 \T

288
corr(, ) cond2 (I3 )

500
corr(, ) cond2 (I3 )

1500
corr(, ) cond2 (I3 )

5,000
corr(, ) cond2 (I3 )

0.505
5
50
250
500
1,000

−0.9970
−0.9939
−0.9780
−0.9011
−0.8064
−0.6634

−0.9978
−0.9953
−0.9818
−0.9065
−0.8108
−0.6679

−0.9987
−0.9971
−0.9867
−0.9086
−0.8125
−0.6711

−0.9993
−0.9983
−0.9889
−0.9089
−0.8127
−0.6717

7,241.1915
1,607.4277
606.5410
57.3385
15.1008
6.6035

4,780.6845
2,201.8775
844.8802
40.7965
13.0014
5.6554

10,686.7550
7,583.2263
520.5987
23.2062
10.1182
5.2339

14,630.1525
5,614.7110
349.0564
21.5003
9.7991
5.1359

Notes: This table reports averages of the correlation between the  and  parameter estimates and the condition
ˆ for various sample sizes and 0 values. We consider 0 values over
number of the (3 × 3) information matrix I3 ()
the grid ∈ {0.505, 5, 50, 250, 500, 1, 000} and sample sizes of T ∈ {288, 500, 1, 500, 5, 000}. These results are based
on arithmetic averages computed over 10, 000 simulations. The correlation between  and , denoted by corr(, ),
¯ ;
ˆ deﬁned in (8), with ˆ = [;
ˆ ]
is computed as the {2, 1} element of the correlation matrix Ĩ3 ()
ˆ and ¯ = −1. The
ˆ
condition number, denoted by cond2 (I3 ) in the table, is also evaluated at .

From the correlation and condition number entries in Table 4, we can see that for the
smaller 0 values, the identiﬁcation problem is not a ﬁnite sample issue, but persists for
all sample sizes we consider. For instance, when 0 = 0.505 as in Taylor et al. (2001), the
average correlation between ˆ and ˆ increases (in absolute value) steadily toward 1 as the
sample size increases from 288 observations to 5,000. At the same time, the condition
number more than doubles, suggesting that the model becomes ‘less identiﬁed’ as the sample size increases. As 0 increases in size, the correlations as well as the condition numbers
decrease steadily. This result is most clearly seen from the change in the size of the correlations and condition numbers when moving from a 0 value of 50 to 250. The correlations
decrease in absolute value from around 0.98 to about 0.90, with the condition numbers
dropping more than tenfold to values of about 57 or less, which are well below the threshold
of 202 = 400 suggested by Greene (2011). For 0 values of 5 and 50, the correlations and
condition numbers are still rather large, while for higher 0 values of 500 and 1,000, these
numbers decrease, suggesting that  and  can now be identiﬁed from the data.
Overall, the results presented here conﬁrm our hypothesis of identiﬁcation problems
in ESTAR models being linked to the magnitude of the  parameter and the shape of the
transition weighting function G(qt−1 ; , ).
Estimating the unrestricted models
We now illustrate what happens when attempting to estimate the two unrestricted models
of Taylor et al. (2001), that is,
qt = (qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t ,

(12)

qt = ( − 1)(qt−1 − ) + (qt−1 − )G(qt−1 ; , ) + t ,

(13)

on the simulated data. Since the transition function parameter is key in determining the
shape of G(qt−1 ; , ), and therefore the stability as well as identiﬁcation in the ESTAR
model, we report estimation results for  only.
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6. Relative frequency plots of log10 transformed  estimates for various sample sizes and 0 values.
Vertical green lines mark the true 0 value. The x-axis is log to base 10 transformed, with a reading of −6 on
the x−axis meaning 1 × 10−6
© 2018 The Department of Economics, University of Oxford and John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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In Figure 6, we show relative frequency plots of the log to base 10 transformed  estimates from ﬁtting the two unrestricted models deﬁned in (12) and (13) above, respectively,
in Panels (a) and (b).9 The ﬁgures are arranged in 4 rows and 6 columns, each corresponding to the 4 different sample sizes and 6 0 values that we simulate from. We superimpose
a thin green vertical line to mark the true 0 value. Panel (a) of Figure 6 shows that for
about 70% of the simulated ESTAR processes the estimates of the  parameter hit the
lower bound of the grid of 1 × 10−6 for all sample sizes when 0 = 0.505. With 0 = 5,
this drops to about 57%. For 0 = 50, between 20% and 13% of the simulations hit the
lower parameter bound for sample sizes of 288 and 500 observations, while for larger
sample sizes, the estimates are concentrated closer around the true parameter value (in
log10 scale).
Panel (b) of Figure 6 shows analogous plots of ˆ estimated from the unrestricted ESTAR
model in (13). At 0 = 0.505, the majority of estimates are in the 1 × 104 to 1 × 107 range,
even for samples as large as 1,500. At T = 5, 000, over 55% of the  estimates hit the lower
bound of 1 × 10−6 . When the true parameter is equal to 5, there remain a large number
ˆ that is, either extremely low or extremely high,
of extreme values that are obtained for ,
with ˆ converging to 0 about 50% of the time for samples of size 1,500 and 5,000. As the
sample size and true 0 values increase, the estimates tend to stabilize in the sense that
they are away from the bounds and centre at 0 . All in all, the simulation results mirror our
earlier ﬁndings based on the empirical real exchange rate data, that it is extremely difﬁcult to
estimate unrestricted ESTAR models due to the problematic shape the exponential function
can take for small and large  values.
One ﬁnal point that we would like to make here is that the concentrated log-likelihood
function of the unrestricted ESTAR model in (13) remains extremely ill-behaved with many
local maxima and abrupt changes, even when the model is estimated on simulated data. In
Figure A.7 in the Online Appendix, we show graphically the evolution of the concentrated
log-likelihood surface for different 0 values and samples sizes to provide some visual
evidence of this ﬁnding. The smoothness of the log-likelihood function tends to increases
not only with the sample size, but also with the magnitude of the 0 value which generates
the data.

V.

Conclusion and suggestions for empirical work

We show that the exponential function is not suitable as a regime weighting function because
of two undesirable properties. First, the exponential function can be well approximated by
a quadratic function in the threshold variable zt whenever the transition function parameter
 takes on ‘small’ values. The consequence of this is that the slope vector attached to the
nonlinear regime and the transition function parameter will enter as a product into the
conditional mean of the model, which leads to identiﬁcation issues. Using an empirical
example and an extensive simulation analysis, we show that there is a near perfect offsetting effect of these two parameters. What is particularly problematic is that it does not
vanish as the sample size increases.
9

We plot log10 transformed histograms of ˆ to be able to better illustrate graphically the large dispersion as well
as the clustering at the boundaries of the estimates, and how these vanish with increasing 0 values and sample sizes.
We have therefore intentionally left the axis scaling the same across the histogram plots.
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Second, the exponential function can behave like an ‘outlier ﬁtting function’. That is,
for large values of , it will be equal to one for all values of the transition variable, except at
zt = . When this occurs, only a very small number of observations around  receive a weight
different from one. The exponential function can thus act like a dummy variable which
removes or downweighs the inﬂuence of aberrant observations. Our empirical application
shows that this is precisely the case with the study by Taylor et al. (2001). Estimating an
unrestricted ESTAR model always returns an extremely large  estimate, rendering the
conditional mean a linear function of zt for nearly its entire range. Using simulated data,
we show that this occurs well over 70% of the time for the two smaller 0 values, and for
sample sizes as large as 500 observations. Contrary to the identiﬁcation issue, our results
indicate that this problem vanishes as the sample size increases.
What alternative weighting functions exist that avoid the above outlined problems with
the exponential function that an applied researcher or practitioner can use? We provide the
interested reader with two simple existing alternatives that can be used in Section A.6. of
the Online Appendix.
Final Manuscript Received: August 2018
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Appendix S1. Online appendix to identiﬁcation and estimation issues in ESTAR models.
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